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Abstract 
First, combined with relevant theories of modern investment decision-making, this paper took AS 
power engineering project of ZC Company for instance, analyzed objective function of power en-
gineering investment structure in ZC Company. Second, this paper analyzed investment decision- 
making structure of AS power engineering project in ZC Company, and obtained specific results of 
investment decision-making, and the related results were verified. Through analysis and explora-
tion, this paper has a scientific impact on ZC Company for the AS power project investment, while 
it’s hoped that it can play a role in electric power engineering projects of other companies in China. 
So it can better promote the development of electrical engineering investment in electrical indus-
try. 
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1. The Introduction 
In recent years, with the continued development of western economy, the electricity consumption is continually 
growing across the country, the national level timely puts forward the grand blueprint of “restart the silk road”, 
our country electric power system will continue to expand unceasingly in the future and the power market de-
mand increases unceasingly, thus creating the good prospects of electric power project investment. But due to 
the constant transformation of the economic system, and competitive power of related enterprises, especially for 
new energy policy inclination and support, it leads the traditional electric power enterprise’s investment to face a 
lot of challenges and pressures from the state, society, market and so on. Thus electric power enterprises should 
consider various influencing factors to optimize investment to achieve input costs and output benefits. Also 
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through scientific choosing in investment objects and effective use in investment decision to make investment 
benefit and risk management of the power engineering project equilibrium, we can improve the electric power 
company in the overall market competitiveness and promote the sustainable development of the company. 

The AS power project is the traditional investment project of ZC Company, mainly including investment of 
thermal power, maintenance and testing & training. These investments are vital to the development of company, 
especially the electrical enterprises. So this paper takes AS power engineering project of ZC Company for in-
stance, from the angle of financial management and research, analyzes the AS power engineering project in-
vestment structure, and expounds significance about the investment structure budget plan for AS electric power 
project, trying to provide new ideas for similar electric power enterprise project investment. 

Literature Review 
There are many studies on project investment structure decision-making at home and abroad. Chen (2008) [1] 
proposed that domestic enterprise investment project decisions needed a comprehensive study from the enter-
prise overall strategy, product market feasibility, technical feasibility, project feasibility and financial feasibility 
analysis etc. Ross (1978) [2] pointed out that the investment opportunity of project risk could be considered as 
another options—real options. Meng (2011) [3] established the power extension project evaluation index system 
by economic evaluation and risk analysis of the electric extension project. Wang (2007) [4] put forward that the 
company should control possible risks from the angle of time and scale when making investment decision. Jia 
(2008) [5] changed the power project decision-making system by using AHP, made the decision result more 
scientific by quantifying research problem. Liu Yan and Zhang Wei (2007) took use of the theory of investment 
portfolio to solve the assignment problem of traditional power project. In order to reduce the risk and guarantee 
recycling, they discussed preliminarily the investment portfolio issues of electric power project, through the es-
tablishment of the mathematical model to determine the investment shares in different electric power projects. 

To sum up, the influence factors of project investment are numerous, but these studies are mostly limited to 
theoretical aspects, rarely on the actual case. So this paper analyses the specific project investment decision- 
making, hoping that it can play a role in other enterprises. 

2. Project Background and General Situation 
2.1. ZC Company’s Background and a Preliminary Assumption of AS Power Projects 
ZC Company short for China Huadian Corporation, and is the state-owned listed companies, one of the power 
generation enterprises in China. The headquarters is located in Beijing. ZC Company’s main business include all 
kinds of electric power production, the heat production and supply system, the development of one-time energy 
relevant to electric power, research and development and manufacture of power system equipment, engineering 
construction, research and development technology provides, etc. It is the largest power engineering system in-
tegration service providers all over the world, the company has a complete power engineering industry chain, 
and independent intellectual property (power production technology) reached international advanced level. The 
international market share in the world first for many years, projects in more than 60 countries around the world. 

For a long time, north China area is the main supply of ZC Company electric power production. With the 
continuous improvement of the region’s economic level, electricity demand is also raising, especially in the peak 
period, electricity demand obviously greater than supply. in order to effectively alleviate the situation, after the 
board of directors agree, ZC Company investment department take investigation and research for AS power en-
gineering project, made preliminary feasibility study report of the AS power engineering project, and through 
the relevant experts review. AS power engineering project is a traditional investment project of ZC Company, 
the construction goal of the project include thermal power development, design, investment, construction man-
agement, etc., at the same time it also engaged in some maintenance, testing, electric power training and con-
sulting services, which is related to thermal power. AS power project started in January 2016, the investment 
fund is 120 million RMB, and the investment conditions are shown in Table 1. 

2.2. Investment Structure Optimization Objective Function Analysis of ZC Company  
Electric Power Engineering Project  

From the three aspects of the efficiency, reliability and expansibility to determine power engineering investment  
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Table 1. ZC Company AS power project investment conditions table.                                                        

Investment fund 120 million RMB 

The field of investment Thermal power, maintenance, testing and training 

The method of decision making The optimization model for investment decision 

Decision-making way Scheme comparison 

The source of the decision On the basis of profit maximization, risk minimization of the unit of decision-making  

 
structure of ZC Company, because the implementation of ZC Company power engineering is focus on these 
three aspects. The goal of Power engineering project investment decision analysis is all of the selected three as-
pects of subjective utility value maximum. So analyze electric power project investment decision-making, is to 
convert multiple objective decision, at the same time under the condition of capital, project constraints, balance 
and optimize the special plan for different management apartment. 

2.2.1. ZC Company Power Engineering Efficiency Maximization 
The biggest goal that ZC Company investment in the construction of power engineering is to make profits, so 
the project investment structure model should be in a certain constraint conditions to maximize economic bene-
fits. The economic benefits maximization of power engineering can be expressed as subjective utility evaluation 
maximization of selected project economic profits. If AS engineering investment project have N subprojects, the 
library of I project investment have MI item, maximize economic benefits is expressed by the following formula: 

1 1
Max

n mi
i i
j j

i j
A E X

= =

= ×∑∑  

A is the goal solving of formula, which is the general profit value of all considered items. i
jA  is single item 

of general profit, i
jE  is expected return rate in each item, i

jX  express each item investment proportion (the 
same below). 

2.2.2. Reliability Maximization of ZC Company Power Engineering  
Reliability is an important goal of ZC Company power engineering implementation, so the power engineering 
project investment structure model is to maximize reliability under certain constraints. Then the objective func-
tion can be expressed in the following formula: 

1 1
Max

n mi
i i
j j

i j
B R X

= =

= ×∑∑  

2.2.3. Development Maximization of ZC Company Power Engineering 
For ZC Company power engineering, project development indexes is also very important, the project develop-
ment indicators plays a significant role in sustainable development of the enterprise, and thus it also become an 
important goal of ZC Company power engineering investment. For ZC Company power engineering, the objec-
tive function can be said with the following formula: 

1 1
Max C

n mi
i i
j j

i j
D X

= =

= ×∑∑  

The C is goal solution of formula, which is developmental profit value of each considered item, and i
jC  is 

developmental profit value of each item. 
Through the comprehensive analysis on three indicators subjective utility evaluation result of the ZC Compa-

ny power engineering, which obtained respectively three objective function of ZC Company power engineering 
project investment. Therefore, ZC Company power project investment decision-making is through the relevant 
formula, index to find out the comprehensive benefit maximization of three objective functions of the ZC Com-
pany power engineering. 
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2.3. The Constraint of ZC Company Power Engineering Project Investment Structure 
2.3.1. The Constraint Relation among ZC Company Power Engineering Projects 
As the project in the library of ZC Company electric power engineering construction project involves many 
areas, and under every field has numerous projects. So there are many links and constraints among projects in 
the alternative project investment library. Seen from ZC Company electric power engineering in the past, there 
are mainly the following constraints: 

First: Project subordinate constraints 
When portfolio analyze on investment project in the alternative library of ZC Company electric power project, 

subordinate constraints relationship between projects should be considered. Specifically, project subordinate 
constraints is mainly in view of the dependent relationship between the various projects, namely when big infra-
structure investment is chose, that is associated with the relatively small size of the infrastructure investment is 
possible. If alternative project J and I have constraints, and then only when the J project is selected, then I 
project can be selected. Namely, Xj = 1, Xi = 1 or Xi = 0, but if the Xj = 0, Xi = 0, these dependent constraints 
with the formula can be expressed as: 

( )0 ,i jX X i j X− ≤ ∈  

Second: Exclusive project constraints 
In investment decision analysis, part of project options can only choose, the project between different admin-

istrative departments exist the exclusive constraint relation. If alternative project J and I is constrain relation, 
then illustrate J and I will not be able to exist at the same time, it can be expressed as with formula: 

( )1 ,i jX X i j X+ ≤ ∈  

Third: Project complementary constraints 
Complementary constraint relation between the projects main show that when a project invests, and another 

project would be invested at the same time. When a project without investing requires another project also go 
offline. Use the formula can be expressed as: 

( )0 ,i jX X i j X− = ∈  

2.3.2. Capital Constraints between ZC Company Electric Power Engineering Projects 
In the process of ZC Company electric power project investment decision-making, there are many projects in the 
optional libraries, but because of the restrictions of power engineering investment quota, only part of projects in 
the libraries can be performed, the important premise of investment decision-making is that make sure all of the 
money must not be greater than investment amount of the project. When the total investment budget of project 
was determined, if just according to every item profit in the project optional libraries to decide, it is easier to 
cause imbalance that some project expenditure over budget while some project investment too small, causing the 
actual investment do not agree with the target. So in terms of capital, not only control total amount of investment, 
also control each project investment amount. 

First of all, control total amount of all the project investment, which not exceed annual investment plan. If the 
project investment is divided into N items, subprojects I have MI items in its library, the item profit value re-
spectively is I1 ∙∙∙ IMI, total capital constraint relation of ZC Company power engineering investment can be ex-
pressed as: 

1 1

n mi
i i
j j

i j
I X I

= =

× ≤∑∑  

Secondly, all areas of project investment have upper limit and lower limit, the Ith investment field of ZC 
Company power engineering has MI items, each project investment quota respectively is I1 ∙∙∙ IMI, the Ith con-
straint relation can be expressed as: 

1

m
i i i
j j

j
I X I

=

× ≤∑  

2.4. Constraint Conditions of ZC Company AS Power Engineering Project  
In accordance with the relevant provisions, ZC Company put forward constraints of each project according to 
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the development goals and the annual total investment amount, as shown in Table 2: 
Index constraints analysis: overall investment quota of the five major construction projects in Table 2 should 

be less than 120 million. But no matter from upper or lower limit constraints, the overall investment quota of the 
five major construction projects are beyond the plan investment quota, so in order to guarantee the smooth im-
plementation of investment, not all the projects are within the year. 

3. Investment Model Solve of ZC Company AS Power Project 
3.1. Set up Investment Structure Model of ZC Company Power Engineering Project 
It can be seen from the above analysis, based on the comprehensive consideration of economy, reliability and 
development, to set up investment structure model of ZC Company power engineering project. Through com-
prehensive consideration of three aspects, making investment structure model of ZC Company power engineer-
ing project investment can bring comprehensive benefit maximization. 

At the same time, under the condition of fixed investment structure, balance investment in different areas, and 
give full consideration on dependent, exclusive and complementary constraints between every field projects. In 
the multi-objective decision-making model, no matter use what kind of solution, it is unlikely to make all of g 
investment objectives optimizing, the most practical and effective method is filtered according to the importance 
of different investment objectives, so as to achieve the balance of the investment objectives, to get a relatively 
effective optimization scheme.  

For calculating investment structure of ZC Company power engineering project, adopt the simplified method, 
make ( )1 2 3, , , nλ λ λ λ λ= �,  as each target weighted coefficient of power engineering investment structure in  

ZC Company, and 
1

1
n

j
j
λ

=

=∑ , then many decision problems can be converted to single target decision-making to  

plan and solve. According to the weighted coefficient to transform economy, reliability and expansibility, it can 
get comprehensive benefit function of project investment structure: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3Max M x E x D x Rλ λ λ= × + × + ×  

In this function, M is the objective function of the model, on behalf of the total benefit of selected projects, 
namely the selected project’s contribution to the ZC Company power engineering. 

Ultimate goal of ZC Company electric power project investment is to achieve comprehensive benefit max-
imization, that is to say, the plan with maximum M value is the optimal scheme of electric power investment, 
including E represents the overall economic benefits subjective utility value of the chosen project, R represents 
the profits of reliability, D represents developmental profits considered, λ1(x), λ2(x), λ3(x) shows the each target 
weighted coefficient in the process of project decision-making. 

Based on the above analysis we can draw ZC Company benefit functions of the investment structure in ZC 
Company electric power engineering project and the constraint relationship between the projects and capitals,  

 
Table 2. Constraint conditions of ZC Company AS power project.                                                                                       

Index constraints 

Index investment upper limit constraints Lower limit index investment constraints 

Bigger investment in infrastructure 7900 Bigger investment in infrastructure 7500 

small size of the investment in infrastructure 1900 small size of the investment in infrastructure 1500 

The investment of production and technical  
innovation 2000 The investment of production and technical  

innovation 1900 

Sporadic purchase investments 760 Sporadic purchase investments 750 

Information technology investment 440 Information technology investment 450 

Total investment capital: less than 120 million 

The small size infrastructure investment less than 17% the total investment capital 

Sporadic purchase investments less than 8% total investment capital 

Only infrastructure investment online, Sporadic purchase investments online 
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set up following power engineering project investment structure: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3

1 1

1

Max

1
0
0

0 1

n mi
i i
j j

i j

m
i i i
j j

j

i j

i j

i j
i
j

M x E x D x R

I X I

I X I

X X
X X
X X
X

λ λ λ

= =

=

= × + × + ×

 × ≤


 × ≤

 + ≤

− ≤
 − =
 =

∑∑

∑

或

 

3.2. The Determination of the Usual Weight of ZC Company AS Power Engineering Project  
Method of AHP is often used to determine the usual weight of AS power engineering project. But due to com-
plicated calculation process of method of AHP, and the heavy influence of the mind, so in contrast, if take use of 
method of FAHP [6], it is more accurately to determine the usual weight of project investment. 

Method of FAHP generally done through the following three steps: 
The first step: Construct the fuzzy complementary matrix [7]. Power project construction should strictly in 

accordance with the standards and goal of electric power engineering construction in China, to determine the 
importance of each project investment, according to the importance of the AS electric power project to set up 
following the fuzzy complementary matrix: 

1

0.4 0.3 0.3
0.7 0.5 0.5
0.7 0.5 0.5

R
 
 =  
  

 

The second step: constructs the fuzzy consistent matrix, transformed according to the following formula: 

( )
1

0.5( 1,2, ,
2

n
i j

ij i ik
k

r r
r r r i n

n =

−
= + = =

× ∑ �  

According to the above formula, transformed the fuzzy complementary matrix into a fuzzy consistent matrix 
R2: 

2

0.4 0.35 0.3
0.75 0.75 0.5

R  
=  
 

 

The third step: the calculation of the weight of model [8]. According to the formula below: 

1

1 1 1 1
2 2

n

ik
k

nW r a
n a n a =

− = − + × = ×  
∑  

The usual weight of AS project can be concluded: 

( ) ( )1 2 3, , 0.216,0.331,0.363W W W =  

3.3. Variable Weight Determination of ZC Company AS Power Project  
Seen from the calculation of usual weight, the economy, reliability and expansibility of ZC Company AS power 
project were 0.216, 0.331 and 0.363, the three usual weights are determined in the overall investment environ-
ment. Because of the features of the ZC Company AS power project, in the process of investment decision, it is 
necessary to adjust target weight of the project, target weight, so that each project indicators get balance. From 
view of ZC Company AS power project investment, satisfaction index of economy, reliability and expansibility 
were respectively 95%, 96% and 95%. According to the following variable weight formula: 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )0 1, 2,3i i

i ij j

w s x w wW X i
x xw S x

∗
= = =

∗ ∑∑
 

Through calculation, the engineering index as shown in Table 3. 
As we can see in Table 3, the variable weights of economy index, the reliability index, development index of 

ZC Company AS electric power engineering projects are respectively “0.211, 0.321, 0.371”, satisfaction degree 
was 95%, 96% and 84% respectively. It can be seen that investment development is lower, compared variable 
weights with usual weights, the economy index and reliability index weight has decreased, but the developmen-
tal index weight increased. This means that reliability and economy of ZC Company AS power project is rela-
tively high, but the developmental slightly insufficient, therefore, for ZC Company AS power project, it is im-
portance to promote development ability. 

3.4. Model Solve of ZC Company AS Power Engineering Project 
According to relevant results of investment structure of ZC Company AS power engineering project, it can be 
concluded the investment quota, project numbers and the number of actually projects actually online of ZC 
Company AS power engineering project, as shown in Table 4. 

As can be seen from Table 4, five major construction projects have 53 small projects, total investment of 46 
projects is 118.64 million, with total investment quota should not exceed 120 million, there are seven small 
projects will not be able to online in this year. 

3.5. Establishments the Amount of Investment in AS Electric Power Project 
According to the upper limit of each item investment, and establish the amount of investment in AS electric 
power project. In Table 5, big size of infrastructure investment accounts for largest percentage (66%) of the to-
tal amount of investment, this not only conforms to the characteristics of electric power engineering project in-
vestment, and accord with the fact of ZC Company AS power project. In addition, the proportion of the small 
size of infrastructure investment and production, the technical transformation investment is higher, also have 
accounted for 15% of the total amount of investment, it shows that ZC Company AS power for technical reno-
vation project investment is very necessary. 
 
Table 3. The operation of ZC Company AS power engineering project.                                                                                       

Engineering name Investment 
quota 

Index Economy Reliability Expansibility 

Operation value 0.211 0.321 0.371 

AS power engineering 
project 120 million Satisfaction index 95% 96% 84% 

 
Table 4. Results of ZC Company AS power project investment structure.                                            

Investment project Project numbers in the 
library 

Actually investment project 
numbers Investment quota 

Bigger investment in infrastructure 14 14 7765 

small size of the investment in infrastructure 13 11 1471 

The investment of production and  
technical innovation 10 9 1802 

Sporadic purchase investments 11 9 579 

Information technology investment 5 3 247 

Amount to 53 46 11,864 
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Table 5. ZC Company AS power project investment proportion.                                                             

Name 
Total amount of investment 

Sum up 

Total construction investment 11,864  

percentage  100.00% 

Bigger investment in infrastructure 7765 66% 

small size of the investment in infrastructure 1471 12% 

The investment of production and technical innovation 1802 15% 

Sporadic purchase investments 579 5% 

Information technology investment 247 2% 

 
As can be seen from Table 2, investment quota of ZC Company power engineering project is 120 million, 

projects investment in five areas can satisfy the upper and lower bounds of each project investment at the same 
time, therefore, Table 5 is the best solve of ZC Company AS power project invest decision-making. 

4. Conclusion 
This paper takes investment in AS power engineering project of ZC Company plans in 2016 as the research ob-
ject, from the angle of financial management and research, analyzes investment structure of AS power engi-
neering project, and classifies and evaluates the operational indicator of ZC Company AS power project to pro-
vide the basis for balance of AS power engineering project investment. Thus it shows that the scientific budget 
of the investment structure has significant impacts on AS electric power project, trying to provide new ideas for 
project investment of the similar electric power enterprise. 
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